In a dynamic framework, we study the conditional version of the classical notion of certainty equivalent when the preferences are described by a stochastic dynamic utility u(x; t; !). We introduce an appropriate mathematical setting, namely Orlicz spaces determined by the underlying preferences and thus provide a systematic method to go beyond the case of bounded random variables. Finally we prove a conditional version of the dual representation which is a crucial prerequisite for discussing the dynamics of certainty equivalents.
Introduction
In the last decade many methodologies for pricing in incomplete markets were build on expected utility maximization with respect to terminal wealth: classic examples of this approach are the notions of fair price [Da97] , certainty equivalent [Fr00] and indi¤erence price [HN89] , [BF02] , [6Au02] .
These techniques were developed both in a static framework and in a dynamic context [ER00] . In the dynamic case however, the utility function represents preferences at a …xed time T, while the pricing occurs at any time between today and the expiration T (backward pricing). The martingale property of the indirect utility (the value function of the optimization problem [EPQ01] ) is an automatic consequence of the dynamic programming principle.
This classic backward approach has recently been argued in [MZ06] , [MZ08] , [HH07] , [BRT07] and a novel forward theory has been proposed: the utility function is stochastic, time dependent and moves forward.
In this theory, the forward utility (which replaces the indirect utility of the classic case) is built through the underlying …nancial market and must satisfy some appropriate martingale conditions. Dipartimento di Matematica, Università degli Studi di Milano. y Dipartimento di Matematica Università degli Studi di Milano.
Our research is inspired by the theory just mentioned, but a di¤erent approach is here developed: our preliminary object will be a stochastic dynamic utility u(x; t; !) -i.e. a stochastic …eld [Ku64] -representing the evolution of the preferences of the agent (see De…nition 1).
The de…nition of the Conditional Certainty Equivalent (CCE) that we propose and analyze in this paper (De…nition 6), is the natural generalization to the dynamic and stochastic environment of the classical notion of the certainty equivalent, as given in [Pr64] . The CCE, denoted by C s;t ( ); provides the time s value of an F t measurable claim (s t) in terms only of the Stochastic Dynamic Utility (SDU) and the …ltration.
The SDU that we consider does not require a priori the presence of a …nancial market; neither it will have any speci…c recursive structure, nor will necessarily be an indirect utility function based on optimal trading in the market. However, as studied in Section 1.1, appropriate conditions are required on the SDU in order to deduce interesting properties for the CCE.
The next step, which is left for future research, would be the investigation of the compatibility conditions between the value assigned by the CCE and existing prices when an underlying market indeed exists. Clearly, not all SDU are compatible with the market. One extreme case is when the SDU can be determined by the market and the initial preferences structure, as in the case of the forward utility theory.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the dual representation of the CCE, considered as a monotone and quasiconcave operator between vector lattices (see Section 3). Recently, the dual representation of such operators has been obtained in [FM09] . Due to the particular form of the CCE, we are able to provide here a direct proof which is also less demanding than the general one.
However, in order to show the dual representation of the CCE we must …rst de…ne it on appropriate vector lattices. A common approach is to restrict the view to bounded random variables, so that no further integrability conditions are requested. But as soon as we try to extend the scenario to unbounded random variables it immediately appears that the distortion provoked by utility function can be mastered only in ad hoc frameworks.
To this end we introduce in Section 2, in the spirit of [BF08] , a generalized class of Orlicz spaces which are naturally associated to the SDU taken into account. We show (Section 2.3) with some examples that these spaces also play a fundamental role for time compatibility of the CCE, since C s;t :
ut is the generalized Orlicz space of F t measurable random variables associated to the SDU u(x; t; !):
De…nitions and …rst properties
A non-atomic probability space ( ; F; P) and a right continuous …ltration fF t g t 0 are …xed throughout this paper. As usual we denote with L 0 ( ; F; P) the space of F measurable random variables that are P almost surely …nite and with L 0 ( ; F; P) the space of extended r.v. which take values in R [ f1g. The L p ( ; F; P) spaces, p 2 [0; 1]; will simply be denoted by L p , unless it is necessary to specify the sigma algebra, in which case we write L p F . All equalities and inequalities are intended to be P almost surely: by X > Y we mean that P(X > Y ) = 1. Otherwise, for any Q P we explicitly write X > Q Y . Moreover the essential (P a.s.) supremum ess sup(X ) of a family of random variables X will be simply denoted by sup(X ), and similarly for the essential in…mum (see [FS04] Section A.5 for reference). Hereafter the symbol ,! denotes inclusion and lattice embedding between two lattices, and _ (resp.^) the essential (P a.s.) maximum (resp. the essential minimum) between two random variables, which are the usual lattice operations.
satis…es the following conditions: for any t 2 [0; +1) there exists A t 2 F t such that P(A t ) = 1 and (a) the e¤ ective domain, D(t) := fx 2 R : u(x; t; !) > 1g and the range R(t) := fu(x; t; !) j x 2 D(t)g do not depend on ! 2 A t ; moreover 0 2 intD(t), E[u(0; t)] < +1 and R(t) R(s);
(b) for all ! 2 A t and t 2 [0; +1) the function x ! u(x; t; !) is strictly increasing on D(t) and increasing, concave and upper semicontinuous on R.
(c) ! ! u(x; t; ) is F t measurable for all (x; t) 2 D(t) [0; +1)
The following assumption may turn out to be relevant in the sequel of the paper, even if not necessary for the de…nition of SDU.
(d) For any …xed x 2 D(t), u(x; t; ) u(x; s; ) for every s t.
Remark 2 We identify two SDU, u e u, if for every t 2 [0; +1), the two domains are equal (D(t) = e D(t)) and there exists an F t -measurable set B t such that P(B t ) = 1 and u(x; t; !) = e u(x; t; !) for every (x; !) 2 D(t) B t . In the sequel, we denote u(x; t; ) simply by u(x; t), unless confusion may arise.
In order to de…ne the conditional certainty equivalent we introduce the set
Lemma 3 Let u be a SDU.
i) (Inverse) Let t 2 [0; 1) and A t 2 F t as in De…nition 1: the inverse function
is well de…ned. For each ! 2 A t ; the function u 1 ( ; t; !) is continuous and strictly increasing on R(t) and u 1 (y; t; ) is F t measurable for all y 2 R(t). 
where the conditional expectation is meant in an extended way.
Proof. i) Since both assumptions (a) and (b) hold on A t , the existence of a continuous, increasing inverse function follows straightforwardly. From assumption (c) we can deduce that u 1 (y; t; ) is F t -measurable for all y 2 R(t). ii) Is also immediate since u is strictly increasing as a function of x. iii) This property follows from the Theorem p.79 in [Me66] . iv) First we suppose that u(0; s) = 0. This implies that u(X; s)
First we show that u(X; s) integrable implies E[X1 fX<0g jF s ] > 1 and therefore both terms in (2) are well de…ned. From the equality u(X; s)1 fX<0g = u(X; s) we get that u(X; s)1 fX<0g is integrable. From iii) we have that u(0; s) u(X1 f0>X ng ; s) u( n; s) implies:
By monotone convergence, from (3) we then get our claim:
Applying iii) in the second inequality below we get:
Notice that on the F s -measurable set
on the same set A: Therefore, by de…ning
and therefore u(X1 Gn ; s) is integrable. Obviously, X1 Gn is also integrable and we may apply iii) (replacing X with X1 Gn ) and deduce
The thesis follows immediately by taking the limit as n ! 1, since G n " nG 1 . For a general u(x; s), apply the above argument to v(x; s) =: u(x; s) u(0; s).
A SDU allows us to de…ne the backward conditional certainty equivalent, that represents the time-s-value of the time-t-claim X, for 0 s t < 1.
De…nition 4 (Conditional Certainty Equivalent) Let u be a SDU. The backward Conditional Certainty Equivalent C s;t (X) of the random variable X 2 U(t), is the random variable in U(s) solution of the equation:
Thus the CCE de…nes the valuation operator
Observe that E [u(C s;t (X); s)] = E[u(X; t)] and so indeed C s;t (X) 2 U(s).
The de…nition is well posed
Choose two arbitrary versions of the conditional expectation and of the SDU at time
4. Repeat the previous argument for the second version and …nd b C s;t (X) which di¤ers from e C s;t (X) only on a P-null set.
We could equivalently reformulate the de…nition of the CCE as follows:
De…nition 5 The conditional certainty equivalent process is the only process fY s g 0 s t such that Y t X and the process fu(Y s ; s)g 0 s t is a martingale.
In the following proposition we show some elementary properties of the CCE, which have however very convenient interpretations. In i) we show the semigroup property of the valuation operator; iii) show the time consistency of the CCE: if the time-v-values of two time t claims are equal, then the two values should be equal at any previous time; iv) and v) are the key properties to obtain a dual representation of the map C s;t as shown in [FM09] ; property vi) shows that the expectation of the valuation operator is increasing, as a function of the valuation time s and the second issue expresses the risk aversion of the economic agent.
Proposition 6 Let u be a SDU, 0 s v t < 1 and X; Y 2 U(t):
Therefore, X Y implies that for all 0 s t we have:
The same holds if the inequalities are replaced by equalities. iv) Regularity: for every A 2 F s we have
Proof. By de…nition:
ii) Obvious, since u(C t;t (X); t)
If X Y then C t;t (X) C t;t (Y ) and the statement follows from what we just proved. The same for equalities. iv) Consider every A 2 F s and notice that
Fs and consider the set Y = fX 2 U t j C s;t (X) Y g. Take X 1 ; X 2 2 Y and 2 L 0 Fs , 0 1:
hence we get the thesis composing both sides with u 1 ( ; s) . vi) u(C s;t (X); s)
We applied in the last inequality the extended Jensen inequality, since (u(C v;t (X); s)) is integrable. The second property follows by taking v = t and observing that C t;t (X) = X.
Remark 7 Comparing the de…nition of SDU with the existing literature about forward performances( [BRT07] , [MZ06] , [MZ08] ), we may notice that the CCE does not rely on the existence of a market: this allows a higher level of generality and freedom in the choice of the preferences of the agent. If one takes into account the class of forward utilities and compute the CCE of a self-…nancing discounted portfolios X (see [MZ06] for the notations), then only for an optimal strategy t we have that C s;t (X t ) = X s whereas in general C s;t (X t ) X s . This points out an economic interpretation of the CCE: given the …nal outcome of some risky position we backwardly build up a process which takes into account the agent's random risk-aversion. For replicable contingent claims it means that X s C s;t (X t ) measures the gap between the real value of the claim at time s, and the smallest amount for which the decision maker would willingly sell the claim if he had it. The gap will be deleted whenever we move through an optimal strategy.
2 The right framework for the CCE Until now we have considered C s;t as a map de…ned on the set of random variables U(t) which is not in general a vector space. In order to show the dual representation of the CCE it is convenient to de…ne it on a Banach lattice. Therefore we now introduce the general class of Musielak-Orlicz spaces induced by the SDU taken into account.
Generalities on Musielak-Orlicz Spaces
Given a non-atomic probability space ( ; F
Note that may jump to +1 outside of a bounded neighborhood of 0. In case is …nite valued however, it is also continuous w.r.t. x by convexity. Whenever possible, we will suppress the explicit dependence of from !:
The Musielak-Orlicz space L , on ( ; F; P) is then de…ned as
endowed with the Luxemburg norm
Although there are no particular di¤erences with Musielak work (see [Mu83] ), here we are dropping the hypothesis on to be …nite (and so continuous). But since the domain D does not depend on ! we have that non continuous s always induce the space L 1 ( ; F; P) and the Luxemburg norm is equivalent to the supremum norm.
It is known that (L ; N ) is a Banach space (Theorem 7.7 in [Mu83] ), and with the usual pointwise lattice operations, L is a Banach lattice.
There is an important linear subspace of L , which is also a Banach lattice
In general, M $ L and this can be easily seen when is non continuous since in this case M = f0g, but there are also non trivial examples of the strict containment with …nite-valued, continuous Young functions, that we will consider soon.
Other convenient assumptions on that we will use in the forthcoming discussion are
When satis…es (int) and the ( 2 ) condition (and it is henceforth …nite-valued and continuous) the two spaces M ; L coincide and L can simply be written as fX 2 L 0 j E[ (X)] < +1g (see [Mu83] , Theorem 8.14). This is the case of the L p spaces when does not depend on !. In [Mu83] (Theorem 7.6) it is also shown that when is (int) and continuous on R, then M = L 1 with closure taken in the Luxemburg norm. When is continuous but grows too quickly, it may happen that M = L 1 $ L . As a consequence, simple functions are not necessarily dense in L .
If both (int) and (sub) hold, it is not di¢ cult to prove that
with linear lattice embeddings (the inclusions). As usual, the convex conjugate function of is de…ned as and it is also a Young function. The function in general does not satisfy (int), but a su¢ cient condition for it is that is (sub). The Musielak-Orlicz space L will be endowed with the Orlicz (or dual) norm
which is equivalent to the Luxemburg norm. 
The Musielak-Orlicz space
L b ut = fX 2 L 0 Ft j 9 > 0 E[b u( X; t)] < +1g M b ut = fX 2 L 0 Ft j E[b u( X; t)] < +1 8 > 0g
U(t):
Indeed, for any given > 0 and X 2 L 0 Ft such that E[b u( X; t)] < +1 we have: E[u( X; t)] E[u( jXj; t)] > 1. On the other hand u(x; t) u(0; t) b u(x; t) so that E[u( X; t)] E[b u( X; t) + u(0; t)] < +1 and the claim follows.
In particular this means that (int) implies u(x; t) is integrable for every x 2 D(t).
This argument highlights one relevant feature: every X 2 M b ut belongs to the set U(t) so that the CCE is well de…ned on M 
Examples
Exponential random utilities. Let us consider u :
where t > 0 and t are adapted stochastic processes.
In this example the CCE may be simply computed inverting the function u( ; t; !):
Notice the measurability requirement on the risk aversion process t ; which is di¤erent from what can be found in some examples in the literature related to dynamic risk measures, as e.g. in [AP09] , where the t in (8) is replaced by s :
Assumptions: We suppose that t belongs to L 1 (F t ) for any t > 0 and that e tx 2 L 1 Ft for every x 2 R.
These assumptions guarantee that (int) holds. In particular if t (!) 2 R and t 0 then C s;t (X) = s;t (X), where s;t is the dynamic entropic risk measure induced by the exponential utility. Unfortunately when the risk aversion coe¢ cient is stochastic we have no chance that C s;t has any monetary property. On the other hand monotonicity and concavity keep standing. The …rst is due to Proposition 6, whereas the second is a straightforward application of Holder-conditional inequality. This means that in general s;t (X) =: C s;t (X) satis…es all the usual assumptions of dynamic risk measures, only failing the cash additive property. We now show a su¢ cient condition by which s;t (X) is at least cash subadditive, i.e. 
Notice that the second step is a simple application of Jensen's inequality, in fact:
Random-power utility. Consider the utility function given by
where t ; p t are adapted stochastic processes satisfying t > 0 and p t > 1. We have b u(x; t) = t jxj pt . Here assumption (int) is troublesome but not needed for what follows. On the other hand the utility fails to be strictly increasing so that we won't have uniqueness of the solution for the equation de…ning the CCE, namely Notice that C s;t (X) = C s;t (X + K1 X 0 ) where K is any positive F t r.v.; moreover if G := fE[ t jXj pt 1 fX<0g jF s ] > 0g then P (G n fC s;t (X) < 0g) = 0. If we decompose X as X + X we can conclude that
it's the class of solutions of (9) A general result. One may wonder what happens for an arbitrary SDU. Clearly the fact that C s;t is a map between the the two corresponding Orlicz spaces at time t and s is a key feature for the time-consistency. We take into account a particular class of SDU, which are a stochastic transformation of a standard utility function.
Let V : R ! R a concave, strictly increasing function: take an adapted stochastic process, f t g t 0 , such that for every t 0, t > 0. Then u(x; t; !) = V ( t (!)x) is a SDU and
Moreover if b u(x; s) satis…es the ( 2 ) condition, then
Proof. Denote b u t (x) = b u(x; t); from Jensen inequality we have
De…ne the F s measurable sets
and deduce from equation (10) that
where the last inequality follows from X 2 t , fX 0g F and
This shows that surely C s;t (X) 2 s , if X 2 t .
Dual representation of CCE
In this section we prove a dual formula for the CCE, which is similar to the general result that can be found in [FM09] : due to the particular structure of the CCE the proof is simpler and more readable. Consider the condition:
where f (x; t; !) = sup y2R fxy + u(y; t; !)g. We now take into account (L ) , the norm dual of L and consider the following three cases which cover a pretty large class of possible Young functions.
( ; !) is (int) and discontinuous, i.e. D $ R.
In this case, L = L 1 and from the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition for elements of ba( ; F; P ) we have
where A d consists of pure charges, i.e. purely …nitely additive measures (which are not order continuous). x ! +1. For such Young functions it can be easily deduced from Theorem 13.17 in [Mu83] that (M ) = L : r 2 (M ) can be identi…ed with its density d r dP 2 L so that we will write its action on X 2 L as r (X) = E[ r X]: Moreover (M ) is a band in the dual space (L ) (see [AB05] Section 8) so that we may decompose
i.e. every X 2 (L ) can be uniquely represented as X = r + s where s belongs to the annihilator of M ( s (X) = 0 for every X 2 M ) and r 2 (M ) = L . Notice that every element r 2 (M ) is clearly order continuous. Moreover it can be shown, applying an argument similar to the one used in Lemma 10 [BF08] , that every s 2 (M )
? is not order continuous.
( ; !) is continuous and
Here (int) automatically holds for both and . It follows that L = L 1 and the L 1 -norm is equivalent to the Luxemburg norm, so that
Assumptions for the dual result In this section u(x; t; !) is a SDU, such that:
1. For all t 0, the induced Young function b u(x; t; !) belongs to one of the three classes mentioned above 2. The condition (11) holds true.
As shown above, under the assumption (1) the order dual space of L b ut is known and is contained in L 1 . This will also allow us to apply Proposition 15. The second assumption implies that
Ft , but in general we do not have integrability for u( X ; t). This means that if X = 2 t = fX 2 L b ut j E[u( X ; t)] > 1g we are forced to consider the generalized conditional expectation
which can be equivalently written as:
Therefore, E[u(X; t) j F s ] 2 L 0 Fs and C s;t ( ) is de…ned on the entire space L b ut . We …x throughout this section 0 < s t and de…ne
The map U is concave and increasing and admits the dual representation stated in Lemma 13. From equation (13) we deduce the dual representation of C s;t ( ) = u 1 (U ( ); s) as follows.
where for every
The proof is based on the following Lemma.
where
ut then the essential in…mum in (13) is actually a minimum.
and then
Important remark: we have that E(U (X)) = E(u(X; t)); this means that
is a concave functional. From the monotone convergence theorem and Jensen inequality the functional E(u(X; t)) is continuous from above (i.e. X n # X ) E(u(X n ; t)) # E(u(X; t))). 
Surely the map U is regular (i.e. for every
In fact given 1 ; 2 2 A we have
. By this last property and the monotone convergence theorem we deduce
This last chain of inequalities together with inequality (14) gives
Moreover from generalized Namioka-Klee theorem, the functional
Lemma 32) and then E(U (X)) as well since E(U (X)) = E(u(X)). From Proposition 15 we have that:
The remaining proof matches the previous case and then we get U (X) = min
where the minimizer is exactly Q min .
Proof of Theorem 12. Since s; t are …xed throughout this proof we rede…ne C s;t ( ) = C( ), u(x; t) = u(x) and u(x; s) = v(x). We show that for every …xed Q 2 P Ft , v and this ends the …rst claim. It's not hard to prove that the in…mum is actually a limit (using the property of downward directness of the set as has been shown in Lemma 19 (iv) in [FM09] ): therefore we deduce from the continuity of v 1 that
4 Appendix
On quasiconvex real valued maps
Let L be a locally convex topological vector space, L be its dual space and f : L ! R := R [ f 1g [ f1g : De…ne: R : L R ! R by R(X ; t) := sup ff (X) j X 2 L such that X (X) tg :
Theorem 14 Let f as before (i) If f is lsc then: f (X) = sup X 2L R(X ; X (X)):
(ii) If f is usc then:f (X) = max X 2L R(X ; X (X)):
Proof. By de…nition, for any X 2 L ; R(X ; X (X)) f (X) and therefore 
